Immigrants Rising helps undocumented young people make decisions based on potential not perceived limitations. With our information, resources and support, you can see what’s possible. Visit immigrantsrising.org.

Dream big, without constraints.

Estefania Hermosillo Immigrants Rising Community Education Coordinator
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Be a catalyst for positive change.

Rocio Preciado Immigrants Rising Community Education Manager
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Big changes start with individuals.

Nancy Jodaitis Immigrants Rising Higher Education Initiatives Director
Let your life’s passions fuel you.
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Alejandra Guillen Immigrants Rising Legal Services Director

Keep going. You are not alone.
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Realize your potential.
Inspire others.

Dean Santos Immigrants Rising Operations Manager
Hopes and dreams make life worth living.
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Be bold. Our country’s future depends on you.
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We build strength and move forward together.
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